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We extend a result of D. J. Rose [9] on perfect Gaussian elimination for 
symmetric matrices. It is proved that the restriction that all pivots are to be 
chosen along the main diagonal can be removed without loss of generality. 
When performing Gaussian elimination on a sparse matrix, an arbitrary 
choice of pivots may result in the filling in of some zero entries with nonzeros. 
One may ask, when does there exist a sequence of pivots which induces no 
fill-in ? 
Rose [9] gives a beautiful solution to this problem for symmetric n x 1z 
matrices under the restriction that 
all pivots are chosen along the main diagonal. W 
In this note we show that Rose’s characterization holds even if we lift restric- 
tion (R). 
Haskins and Rose [8] examine perfect elimination on non symmetric matrices 
under (R), and Golumbic and Goss [6] treat the problem “saris restriction”. 
Throughout this paper we assume that M is an n x n nonsingular matrix and 
that arithmetic coincidence does not cause new zeros to occur during Gaussian 
elimination. 
The graplz G(M) of &I has vertices w1 ,..., ~1,~ with ZJ~Z’~ being an edge if and 
only if i #j and entry mij # 0. The bipartite graph B(M) = (X, Y, E) of &I 
has vertices x1 ,..., X, and y1 ,..., y,, with xi adjacent to yj if and only if rnij # 0. 
We call .vi and yi partners; their correspondence with vertex vi of G(M) is 
obvious. 
An edge e = my of B(M) is called simplicial if Adj (x) u Adj (y) induces a 
bipartite clique in B(M). A sequence of pairwise nonadjacent edges 0 = [el , 
e2 ,..., e,:l is called a perfect elimination scheme for B(M) if ei is simplicial in the 
subgraph induced by the endpoint of e, ,..., e, , (that is, the subgraph remaining 
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after removing e, ,..., czP1 and all edges incident on them). It is evident that this 
graph theoretic formulation models the notion of perfect Gaussian elimination. 
Perfect elimination bipartite graphs are studied extensively in Golumbic and 
Goss [6]. 
A graph is triangulated if every cycle of length strictly grcarer than thi-ee 
possesses a chord. 
Triangulated graphs have also been called rigid circuit graphs and c/zordal 
graphs, [I, 2, 3, 4, 51. 
THEoRmI. Let lll be a syzznzetz’ic math z&h no?zZero diagonal e?ztt’ies. The 
folloming conditions are equivalent: 
(i) M has a perfect elimination order. 
(ii) M has a perfect elimination order under restriction (R). 
(iii) G(M) is a triangulated graph. 
Proof. The implication (ii) - (iii) is due to Rose [9], and (ii) =z- (i) is trivial. 
We will show that (i) =r (iii). Let (T be a perfect elimination scheme for B(M). 
Suppose G(M) has a chordless cycle [zlhl ,..., clam , z’,J. 
This corresponds in B(M) to the configuration 3, (Figure 1) induced by 
c == (“V~, ) ye, ),.., .x,“z , yen&j. Consider the first edge e of o involving a vertex of C. 
Clearly, e involves only one vertex of C since none of the edges of B, is simplicial. 
Assume without loss of generality that e =- s+ for some vertex -v,> 6 C, and let 
X, be the partner of I*. 
Since in B, , A4i(.r,l) q = (Ye, 1 Y&, , J:,~,I and AW(yJ n A4(?tJ n -Wi(~Jm) 
Frc. 1. The induced subgraph Bc of B(M). 
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= (x2’,), the simpliciality of maIys implies that C n Adj(y,) = {x,,] and by 
symmetry C n Adj(x,) = {y.aI}. Thus we have that xaly, and x,y, are edges 
but xSyuz is not an edge which contradicts the simpliciali$ of x,ry, . Q.E.D. 
Finally, we note that although (R) can be dropped for symmetric matrices, 
it is a verv real restriction for nonsymmetric matrices as can be seen in Figure 2. 
1 1 0 0 0 
2 1 1 0 0 
3 0 1 1 0 
4 1 0 1 1‘ 
5 1 1 0 1 
- 
FIG. 2. A nonsymmetric matrix which has a perfect elimination scheme, namely, 
positions [mlz , mt3 , mai , q6 , wzsi]. The matrix does not have a perfect elimination 
scheme under (R). 
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